






“Education is a passport to the future ,for

tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for

today”. I feel so fortunate to be a part of

community of students ,parents , and teachers

who are united in a desire to provide the very

best environment for each individual child .Our

children have opportunity to take part in many

activities and events conducted in the school .

The children love these events which are an

integral part of KMS. We are grateful to the

parents who have always been there to lend us a

helping hand in our interview to bring out the

best out of their blooming buds …we couldn’t

have done it without you ! I would like to thank

our wonderful staff for their hard work and

commitment throughout the year. Finally, I want

to thank all the students of KMS for their

contribution and important roles they play in the

school to take it to greater heights.

MR. VED TANDON

Chairperson

Kamal Model Senior Sec School

reflections



"We're now at a point where we must educate our

children in what no one knew yesterday and prepare our

school for what no one knows yet”. This session has been

unlike the regular sessions. COVID-19 brought with it

unexpected and unprecedented challenges and

upheavals. While no one was prepared to deal with the

pestilent second wave, however, it is commendable how

the education sector and our school in particular adopted

to the new normal. Nevertheless, as soon as we got the

grip of the circumstances, our students took the

opportunity and proved themselves through various

activities which were held even in extraordinary

situations. We believe that this is the time not just to deal

with the current emergency but also build foundations of

resilience to face such difficult events in the future. Let us

consider this challenge as an opportunity. We need to be

prepared to take life ahead with all our normal activities

according to the new normal as we believe that

"Progress is impossible without change and those who

cannot change their minds cannot change anything”.

DR. VANDANA TANDON

Principal

Kamal Model Senior Sec School



MRS. PRAMILA MISHRA

Academic Director

MRS PUSHPA JINDAL

Academic Coordinator

Leadership is not about a title

or a designation. It’s about

impact, influence, and

inspiration. As it’s not about

guiding but pulling and is an art
of managing people.

Just like how all trees need

water to grow and all

humans need air to live,

this school needs people

like you to survive and

prosper.



Congratulations !

Success is a process for all of 

us, and it is a consistent 

progress towards your goals."

Our Principal, Dr. Vandana 

Tandon was presented with 

Global Peace Ambassador 

Award 2021 from Asia Africa 

Consortium!

##Global Peace Ambassador 

of the year 

award##asiaafricaconsortium

Our Principal, Dr.Vandana Tandon 

received "Certificate of Honour“ at 

Samman Samaroh on 30th October 

2021 for promoting values and principles 

of Mahatma Gandhi in school. The award 

was presented by Mr. Vijay Goel Vice 

Chairman Gandhi Smriti and Darshan an 

autonomous body under Ministry of 

Culture & chaired by Hon’ble Prime 

Minister of India, Sh. Narender Modi ji in 

a wonderful event organised by Action 

Committee of Private Schools, Delhi and 

Gandhi Smriti Darshan

Samiti. #MainBhiGandhi Action 

Committee

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/global?__eep__=6&epa=HASHTAG
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/asiaafricaconsortium?__eep__=6&epa=HASHTAG
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/asiaafricaconsortium?__eep__=6&epa=HASHTAG
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/mainbhigandhi?__eep__=6&epa=HASHTAG






Our Achievers



Achievers-class-xii
School management and teachers felt proud to have
100 percent result of class XII in all the three streams-
Science, Commerce and Humanities.





Achiever



Achievers-class-x
School management and teachers felt proud to have

100 percent result of class X for the session 2020-21.





Class 12th

Class 10th

AKS Awards



Model united nation (Mun)
Model United Nations, also known as model UN or MUN, is an

educational simulation in which students can learn

about diplomacy, international relations, and the United Nations. At an

MUN conference, students work as the representative of a country,

organization, or person, and must solve a problem with other delegates

from around the world. IRMUN is an academic activity in which

students can learn about diplomacy, international relations, the

United Nations and ensure the growth in self confidence for the

participating students.

Students of “Kamal Model School Sr. Sec. School” made us proud

in this field too.

MODEL UNITED NATION (MUN)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diplomacy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_relations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations


prize winners
“While most are dreaming of success, winners wake up and work 

hard to achieve it” , latter is the case with these students.

Each one of them demonstrated excellence as per their interests. 

They  worked hard and put themselves into action, to actually 

achieve something worthwhile.  Our students again have proved 

their proficiency outside of the classrooms.

They executed their plans, and fortunately, that plan brought all of 

them here.



Student’S who made uS proud



UNDER 17-KABBADI

A folk (Dhunuchi Naach) dance competition was held by Directorate of
Education GNCT District Level under SSA. Shantanu of class 9th of
Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School participated in it. He performed Dhunuchi
Naach in front of Maa Durga. His dance on rhythmic beats of dance
was heart touching. He bagged 2nd position at district level and
stepped in for National level.



Yoga Championship-
zone-18



It is the time to bid 
adieu



Farewell
to

Madam Shukla

"When I used to speak with people about my job and friendship at work, I 

always talked about how my workgroup is like a family”.

We were obliged to announce the farewell of Shukla mam ( the senior most 

Coordinator) on 30th October 2021. It indeed was disheartening to watch 

one wonderful co-worker leave school.

She had worked with us for a long time and had never let us down. Not only

that but also she had been a true friend, and a guide, whose memories we

and this school will cherish forever.

She had always been there for us, had time to listen and talk to anybody

with a problem and was truly an inspiration. She always used to be full of

energy and willingness to welcome any challenges that either this job or life

had to throw her way. I’m sure she’s always going to have that spark with

her. Today, we only left with gratitude for having the opportunity to work with

her, and can only recall the first day when we met her- the humblest woman,

full of positivity. We all wish you the very best in the future. We know that

whatever the future holds, Shukla mam, will excel and continue to be

successful, with or without this KMS family. We can only assure you that

your legacy and footprints are going to stay here forever.

“We will miss you mam but this isn’t goodbye as we know you will keep in

touch as we just won’t let you abandon us like that”.

Thank you for everything you have given to the school.



Farewell glimpses





The reason of our well-being, the reason behind the survival of human
race is the Nature. Nature has given us everything for our survival- water,
air ,trees rivers etc. So, it is our moral duty to protect and conserve nature
for our future generations. In order to spread awareness about the same
KMS observed the Nature Conservation Day on 19th July 2021. A special
assembly had been organised for this which comprised of various
informative and inspiring events. The assembly was an effort to reach out
to all to make them aware about the importance of nature- the flora and
fauna of our earth and to conserve it. This event was a great success and
earned huge appreciation.

Nature Conservation Day



To acknowledge and pay tribute to the dedicated and devoted
efforts of teachers, our school organised a special assembly on
Teacher's Day. Various events were organised and students
participated enthusiastically to show their gratitude towards
their teachers. All the events were really appreciating. Students
from nursery to XII standard participated as they know the
importance of their teachers. The event was really a grand
success.

Teacher's Day



Gandhi Jayanti
To pay homage to the father of Nation i.e. Mahatma Gandhi ji, our
school organised a special assembly to make everyone aware of the
valuable teachings of Gandhiji which are truth and non-violence.
Many events were organised depicting the teachings and inspirational
incidents from Gandhiji's life in a new and unique way. The effort was
to make everyone aware about Gandhiji's dream for India and to
inspire every one to follow his path of truth and non-violence.



ORCHhA KI RAMLEELA



class 9th Class 10th class 11th Class 12th

Bhavya Anand Kaushiki Pandey  

Eva mishra

Chavi Chauhan 

Ipshita Rawat

Shubham 

Raghav  Namya

Singh Nidhi 

Aakansha

To inculcate the values and principles of Shri Ram in our students  of Kamal 

Model Sr. Sec. School organised an  event in which our students  took part in 

various activities like  Painting / Drawing of Life Cycle of Shri  Ram and 

Enchanting of Chopai . 

WINNERS



CYBER CRIME 
JAGRUKTA DIWAS





StudentS’ activitieS



Constitution day
Every year 26th November is celebrated as Samvidhan Diwas to 
commemorate the day of  adoption of our constitution. This year 
Hon'ble President of India presided the celebrations of the 
Constitution Day. On this occasion, the Ministry of Parliamentary 
Affairs provided an opportunity to children to participate in these 
celebrations. Students from Kamal Model Sr Sec. School also 
participated  and received certificates for reading the preamble.



Art integration
The government of India launched a programme: EK BHARAT

SHRESHTHA BHARAT directing any two states of the country to come

together and share their sides of environmental catastrophes and

remedies. Under the initiative, New Delhi has now joined hands with

Sikkim to exchange issues, ideas and technologies for the betterment of

their future. Following in the footsteps, students of class 9th became part

of the movement and learned about traditional methods of Jal sanchay or

water storage in Sikkim.

The students of class 11th & 12th ( Home Science) were given the task

to make the Famous cuisines of Sikkim to share the inter state of Delhi

and Sikkim. The following collage depicts this activity & students

admired the taste & flavours of Sikkim.



Ever caught yourself staring at the wall, and imagining things up?

Anything, you just want to create or wish that SOMETHING like that

should’ve existed?

Usually, for the artists it all ends up in a picture, an art. ‘Art’ in itself

isn’t just about what you see, but also what others see. It’s that kind

of communication which never requires words to describe it, the

imagery in itself becomes more than enough. It’s not just about the

imagination but also the emotions behind all that, which mesmerises

the audience.
Some young artists of Kamal Model Sr. Sec. School showed their talent 

and took us to the beautiful world of imagination.

Great arts





जन्माष्टमी 
श्रीकृष्ण के जन्मोत्सव अर्ाात जन्माष्टमी के अवसर 
पर कक्षा दसवीीं के ववद्यार्र्ायों द्वारा पोस्टर  बनाए 
गए। ये पोस्टर श्रीकृष्ण को आधार रखकर बनाए 

गए।



ह ींदी हदवस
4 र्सतींबर 2021 को ' ह ींदी हदवस' के उपलक्ष्य में नवरसों पर 
आधाररत ' काव्य पाठ' का आयोजन हकया गया। कक्षा - दसवीीं 
के ववद्यार्र्ायों ने स्वरर्ित एवीं कुछ प्रर्सद्ध कववताओीं का पाठ 

हकया। काव्य पाठ में बच्िों का उत्सा  देखते बना।



Constitution day
On that day students made poster, discussed on preamble and 

features of Indian Constitution. They also explained the 

contribution of Pt. Jawahar Lal Nehru, Dr. B.R .Ambedkar, 

Sardar Ballabh Bhai Patel and Dr Rajendra Prasad. They 

understood the importance of the history of the making g of the 

Indian Constitution.



The Book Of  Shapes 
"AS THE SPHERE OF UNDERSTANDING GROWS EVER LARGER NECESSARILY 
THE SURFACE AREA OF IGNORANCE GETS EVEN BIGGER."

Hello everyone! Welcome to a book fully made of shapes and figures named "The

Book Of Shapes " .This book is all made up of solid figures like Cone, Cube, Cuboid,

Sphere and Cylinder. In this book we get to know about Volumes and Surface Area

of these solid figures . From this activity we thoroughly discussed and learned

about the basic concepts and formulae in an interesting and joyful manner. We

created a real life room in which daily life example are placed with more learning

facts and figures to explain this whole chapter.



Guru parv
On the occasion of "Guru Parv"(19th November 2021)students of 

class XII paid tribute to all saints. For this, Posters, videos were 

made by the students and their teachings were remembered.



Martyr’s day
Martyr’s Day is observed on 30th November every year to

commemorate the Indian martyrs. The people who lost their lives in

this massacre are also considered as martyrs who sacrificed their

lives for the country.





CHRISTMAS FUN



Teachers’ corner

ONE CHILD , ONE TEACHER , ONE BOOK , ONE PEN CAN CHANGE THE WORLD

Learning is not a process limited to schools and colleges only nor does it end 

with the conclusion of one’s school career, It’s indeed a lifelong process. This 

school is oriented to the total formation of a child and to adaption of various 

methods suiting the dynamics of changing the world in order to achieve 

common goals and objectives.  It is further characterized by shared vision-

responsibility and above all, love and  faith in God in order to achieve these 

goals.

Dear students, it’s our message to you all that the people of fine character live 

by their values . They are honest and committed to truthfulness in thoughts,

words and deeds . 

ALWAYS REMEMBER TO UPHOLD THE DIGNITY OF PEOPLE. 

BE ALWAYS READY TO GIVE PREFERENCES TO OTHERS. 

WHAT YOU ARE IS GOD’S GIFT TO YOU. WHAT YOU BECOME IS YOUR GIFT TO GOD. 

Vinita Saraswat(Coordinator)

Mathematics is important in sustainable
development, innovation and most of all in
improving the quality of lives, so don't run away
from it instead adopt Mathematics as one of the
important part of your life.
Nitin Hans



My message to the younger
generation is to motivate
themselves to think out of the
box. Nowadays nothing is
considered impossible if they
have the courage to invent.
Never be afraid to start with
new things. Just remember that
success can be achieved with
hard work and not bowing in
front of difficulties. Rather they
should learn to deal with these
difficulties as you never know
what waits for you tomorrow.
Neha Vadhera "You look in the mirror and see yourself, but

really, it's not you at all. I mean, there's your eyes
and your nose and your cute little smile, but that's
not all there is to you. Because you're not seeing
the amount of lives you've touched with your
presence. You're not seeing all the people you've
made smile and laugh. You're not seeing how
strong you are. In fact, all the battles you've
overcome are completely invisible when you look
in the mirror, hidden beneath your outside
features. So, my darling, listen to me when I say
this: you are not as simple as a reflection. You are
complex, wonderful and something brilliant that a
mirror simply does not have the capability to
show. It's only showing one tree in the forest, one
star in a galaxy, one grain of sand at the beach.
And you are so much more than that. Please
believe it.“

Usha Sharma



Students’ corner

Offline Education
Offline education is the traditional
counterpart to online education and
the original method of learning that
allows students to have regular face-
to-face interactions with their peers
and teachers. As much as online
education is predicted to be the
future of learning, it cannot replace
the holistic aspect of offline
education. Offline education is not
severely affected by technical issues
and provides an excellent
opportunity for students to develop
a strict schedule and adhere to it.
Rashika Rana (class 10th)

I want to fly , but chains of my demons binds me .
I want to cry , but the knights in the shinny armor mend me.
I want to be the greatest,
I want to be the valour,
I want to be me and no one can stop it . 
Arihant (class 10th)

My Lockdown Experience as a Student

My experience of lockdown as a student
has had its ups and downs, as you would
imagine. Being confined to our homes
with no outside social interactions with
fellow humans has been tough and goes
against our human nature. Nothing
compares with going to school for the
time and experiencing the student life of
interacting with friends and lecturers.
While a global pandemic has brought this
all to a halt, I have been lucky enough to
have a family that continues to support
me during these uncertain times, and
which always allow me the time and
space I’ve needed over these past
months to study independently.

Kanika Ved (class 10th)



“Life isn't about waiting for the storm to pass, it's about learning how to dance in the
rain.” - Vivian Greene.
The years 2020 and 2021 were perhaps unprecedented, for myriad reasons. As Albert 
Einstein had once said, "In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity". Our school was at the 
forefront of realizing the opportunity in the midst of tough times in the past years, and 
utilized it to instil a new sense of values, an innovative culture and develop new skill sets in 
the entire spectrum consisting of students, teachers and parents. Then came the 
challenges posed by the COVID conundrum. Blackboards were replaced by computer 
screens, the bustling corridors of the school were replaced by an eerie silence, swirling 
uncertainties were in the minds of students and teachers, and lurking fears about the 
future. But in spite of all the challenges we bow before the teachers who left no stone 
unturned to ensure that every nuance, every formula and every concept was explained 
again and again until we started reciting it in our sleep. Online classes gave a new 
dimension to education and brought new dimensions and meaning to education wherein 
there were no barriers of time and space. This new mode forced many to think out of the 
box and stimulated the latent creativity in each student. To conclude, this is an ode to all 
our wonderful teachers, who overcame every challenge posed to them to continue 
imparting knowledge, constantly trying their best to ensure we never felt the absence of 
physical classes; our parents who stood with us through thick and thin supporting us 
throughout; and to all my batch mates who are at the brink of a new chapter in their lives, 
wishing you all the luck and success!                                            Shreya Sawarn - class XI

Every student can learn just not on the same day or in the same way – George Evans

Dear KMS family,

We may not say this every day but your inspirational words are like beautiful footprints
that have been etched in our hearts and minds forever .You are our 2nd parents and
this school is our 2nd home that leads us to a better and bright future with lots of fun
and memories. Our every second, every minute, every hour and every day are bound
by the learnings and knowledge of our only teachers.

In the heartbreak pandemic disruption these teachers are the ones who helped me and
guided me to achieve my goals in my 10th standard.

Their guidance and motivation was the only fact that pushed me further and taught
me never to look back but move ahead.

With the onset of our 11th.. that has one of the main roles in our lives.....the newly
subjects now like nothing to us ...they are all easy due to the efforts of our teachers.

We will always be grateful to you.

No words can explain you, my teachers.

You are awesome and amazing to me and always one of my role models.

Divyanka - class X



The Insightful

Vinita Saraswat

Neeraj Gupta

Pushplata Dhingra

The content Modellers

Priyanshi GuptaAkshat Kumar

Kanchan Prabha


